THE SUPPRESSED 28 PAGES
Official evidence establishes that the Saudi government, including then Ambassador
Bandar bin Sultan, was directly involved in financing some of the putative Saudi
hijackers of 9-11. (This is the same Bandar who has admitted being directly involved
in financing the Contras during the George H.W. Bush operation known as IranContra, which led US Senator Inouye to coin the term “shadow government”).
George W. Bush gave Bandar the nickname “Bandar Bush” due to his very close and
longstanding affiliation with the Bush family.
In late 2002, George W. suppressed an entire chapter (28 pages long) of the
Congressional Joint Inquiry on 9/11 report. This is the chapter that focuses in detail
upon the financing of 9-11. Despite promises to declassify the pages, Obama has
maintained the suppression. Currently pending in Congress is legislation, H.R.14 and
S. 1471, that demands declassification of these 28 pages. This bi-partisan legislation is
now sponsored by a total of 29 Democrats and 16 Republicans, including 20 who have
signed on in the past three months – six during the month of February, 2016.
The chief sponsor in the House, Walter Jones, Republican from North Carolina, has
stated: “[This is about] who is responsible for 9/11 … [T]he American people deserve
the truth. Releasing these pages will enhance our national security, not harm it …
America will fail and fall if we do not uphold the truth on this issue … A republic will
not stand without the truth, and that’s all this is about.”
The Saudi-American alliance is a pact between hugely powerful criminal
elements. The evidence cannot be ignored any longer.
All of the sponsors of H.R.14 and S. 1471 understand that the Presidential cover-up is
at least as revealing and significant as the hidden fact that the Saudi government was a
“co-conspirator” in 9-11, as referred to by 28 pages author Senator Bob Graham (who
was then Chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee). Graham has also stated that
the FBI has engaged in “aggressive deception” regarding the financing of 9-11.
On the day of the Charlie Hebdo “terrorist” attack in Paris, Jan. 7, 2015, there was a
(previously planned) press conference conducted at the Capitol at which Senator
Graham stated: “Al-Qaeda was a creature of Saudi Arabia; … and now, ISIS is the
latest creature!” And: “[What] we saw this morning in Paris … [is a] consequence of
our passivity to Saudi Arabia.” Graham has also stated that “ISIS is a product of Saudi
ideals, Saudi money, and Saudi organizational support."
THE 28 PAGES CAMPAIGN WARRANTS A PROMINENT PLACE IN THIS
SUMMIT.
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Unfortunately, the Left and the peace movement continue to shy away from anything
associated with the “Truth Movement,” despite the fact that many of our most
dedicated peace activists also identify with the “Truth Movement,” and despite the
fact that there are now 45 members of Congress pressing for the truth about 9-11 to be
exposed. (Even Donald Trump has recently referred to the 28 pages as follows: “But it
wasn’t the Iraqis, you will find out who really knocked down the World Trade Center.
Because they have papers in there that are very secret, you may find it’s the Saudis,
okay? But you will find out.”)
For that matter, mainstream news sources such as USA Today, CNN, the NY Times,
New Yorker Magazine, and even Fox News, all have drawn attention to the cover up
and protection of Saudi royals associated with the 28 pages. This matter cannot be
marginalized as “conspiracy theory,” an epithet that only serves the goals of
propaganda.
The widespread “Truth Movement” ties together 9-11, the Iran-Contra scandal, the
BCCI scandal, the anthrax attacks (admitted by our government to have been an
“inside job”/ “false flag attack”), the political assassinations of JFK, MLK, RFK and
Paul Wellstone, the false flag chemical attack near Damascus in Aug., 2013, etc., as
all being the work of our “shadow government.” Some of these events occurred in
collaboration with foreign powers, Saudi Arabia prominently among them.
A SERIOUS STRATEGY
We must organize in every congressional district in order to mobilize citizens to lobby
their legislators simply to read the 28 pages. Every legislator who has bothered to read
the 28 pages has gone on to co-sponsor either H.R. 14 or S. 1471. This may be the
best chance we have to expose the Bush/Saudi history of covert operations, the truth
about 9/11, the pre-existing agenda for invasion of seven countries in the Middle East
and Africa, and the profound deception that underlies the entire Global War on Terror.
Such efforts will provide much needed support for the current co-sponsors of H.R. 14
and S. 1471, and will embolden more members of the House and Senate to propel this
breakthrough. Ultimately, exposing the 28 pages may be our most effective pathway
to peace.
Visit HR14.org and 28pages.org for more information and ways to take action in
support of legislation that leads to exposure of our "shadow government."
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